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PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
1.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 

A. The security video system shall be an IP network-based, fully distributed digital video system. 
The security video system will utilize local area networks (LAN) as a transmission medium for 
video, configuration, as well as storage of all data. The security video system shall provide 
full video control at the _____________, with additional full selection capability at any point 
within the network from a workstation or a video console display. The security video system 
shall provide unlimited expansion capability for the addition or modification of video inputs. 

 
B. The contractor shall furnish and install all security video cameras, pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ) 

cameras, mounts, housings, power supply systems, coaxial cable, network cables, 
connectors, equipment racks, monitors and consoles, computer controlled network switchers, 
work stations, network video recorders, encoders, decoders, video console displays, and all 
other hardware and software to provide a fully operational system. The security video system 
shall permit normal and event monitoring of all secured areas on analog or VGA monitors as 
required or shown in the specifications and drawings. Video monitoring consoles shall be 
installed at the __________________ and as shown on the drawings and described in these 
specifications.  In all cases, the equipment shall be state of the art, standardized commercial 
off-the-shelf, and modular. In all cases, the method of communication from remote locations 
within the network to the central components shall be transparent to the user. Equipment 
shall be selected and installed so repairs may be accomplished on site by module 
replacement, utilizing spare components whenever possible. 

 
C. The intent of this specification is to provide the owner with a distributed networked digital 

security system. Supplied by the Contractor, the security video system shall be complete and 
operational per the performance requirements and objectives of these specifications. The 
contractor shall be responsible for the coordination of related work with other trades affecting 
his/her work or the work of others. 

 
 
1.2 CODES AND STANDARDS 
 

A. Work shall be preformed in accordance with the applicable national and local codes or 
standards current at the commencement of installation.  The following list summarizes the 
applicable codes and standards: 

 
1. National Electrical Safety Code, current edition 
2. National Fire Protection Association National Fire Codes, current edition 
3. EIA/TIA–568 Commercial Building Telecommunications Wiring Standard 
4. EIA/TIA–569 Commercial Building Standard for Telecommunications Pathways and 

Spaces 
5. EIA/TIA–606 Administrative Standards for the Telecommunications Infrastructure of 

Commercial Buildings 
6. IEEE, RS 170 variable standard 
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7. NTSC/PAL 
8. IEEE, 802.3 digital data network standard 
9. EIT/TIA–568A premises cabling standard  
10. Pelco is a member of the MPEG-4 Industry Forum 
11. Pelco is a member of the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) Forum 
12. Member, Universal Serial Bus (USP) Implementers Forum 
13. Pelco is a contributor to the International Standards for Organization/Electrotechnical 

Commission (ISO/IEC) Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTC1), “Information Technology” 
Subcommittee 29, Working Group 11 

14. Compliant with ISO/IEC 14496 standard (also known as MPEG-4) 
15. Compliant with International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Recommendation G.711, 

“Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) of Voice Frequencies” 
 
B. When more than one code or regulation is applicable, the more stringent regulation shall 

apply. 
 
1.3 VIDEO SECURITY SYSTEM CAPABILITES 
 

A. The IP video security system network shall be arranged so each area will operate 
independently and shall communicate to the system manager through no less than a 
1000BaseT Gigabit Network.  The IP video security system shall utilize virtual matrix switcher 
capabilities through the use of a system manager. The system manager shall provide a user 
interface and database management of the IP video security system. System manager 
software shall allow for the restriction of users to logical configurable groups of cameras, 
monitors and system operations. 

 
B. The system manager shall be capable of performing as a NTP Server for the entire system.  

The IP video security system shall be synchronized to an NTP server so that all system 
components function on the same time clock basis.  The NTP server shall reside within the 
system, and it shall be capable of being driven by external time sources if needed.  All time-
zone corrections shall automatically be provided in the system. 

 
C. The system manager shall be capable of performing as a DHCP and UPnP server for the 

entire system and components. The system manager shall provide all connection and 
management communications between system devices 

 
D. The system manager shall be capable of incorporating RSA 256 bit public/private key 

authentication in addition to custom bit public/private keys. The IP video security system shall 
be capable of authenticating any video produced by the encoder that was originally produced 
by the stream, NVR recording the stream, or operator who exported the stream; all shall 
include time/date stamped video. 

 
E. The system manager shall manage rights and permissions for all devices, persons, and any 

system video or other data.  
 
F. The IP video security system’s digital recording and monitoring system shall incorporate a 

fault tolerant architecture and shall include redundancy in critical areas of concern.  Encoder 
power supplies and NVR/storage box power supplies shall be capable of redundancy.  As a 
standard, all NVRs and storage boxes shall provide RAID 5 redundancy in the event of any 
system failure.  
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G. The IP video security system shall provide an API/SDK that is capable of being used at a 

level consistent with a full-featured gateway.  The gateway shall provide an RS232 ASCII 
interface, Ethernet interface, and the ability to create custom plug-ins to the system user 
interface. 

 
H. The IP video security system shall provide multilevel diagnostics of each component in all 

critical areas.  These diagnostics shall be reported to a diagnostic console for processing.  
The diagnostic data shall be capable of being scripted into actionable events within the 
system.  The diagnostics shall be capable of being mined by network diagnostic systems 
such as OpenView, Tivoli, and others. 

 
I. The IP video security system shall be able to handle future expansion of an unlimited total 

capacity from what is shown in the drawings, including but not limited to cameras, monitors, 
alarm circuits, and relay closures.  

 
1.4 BASIC SYSTEM CAPABILITES 
 

A. The following capabilities are considered essential for the IP video security system described 
in this specification. 

 
1. The IP-based video security system software shall provide a built-in digital video virtual 

matrix switcher. The IP video security system shall support the ability to switch any 
camera in the system to any monitor in the system, through either a PC keyboard/mouse 
or a joystick controller to either an analog or VGA Monitor. 

 
2. All components of the system shall utilize a Linux®-based operating system, with the 

exception of the workstation.  
 
3. The IP video security system shall be an integrated hardware and software platform. It 

shall provide distributed administration of multiple devices and administer rights and 
privileges for all attached devices. 

 
4. The system manager shall manage system security, functioning as a key manager for 

user and device authentication. It shall also route communication between all devices on 
large, sub-netted security networks. The system manager shall store and administer 
secure keys and shall have multilevel and user permission management. 

 
5. The system manager shall function as the default system time network video recorder, 

using the industry standard NTP protocol to ensure integrated devices are synchronized. 
The system manager shall support UPnP architecture and shall provide DHCP services, 
supporting the dynamic addition of network devices. 

 
6. The system manager shall store a database of device errors, alarms, and other system 

events.  The comprehensive database shall be accessed and searched through the 
system log window. The system manager shall allow for connection to an intelligent 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and it shall allow for a message to be sent to the 
UPS in the case of a power failure. The system manager also supports data replication; a 
duplicate set of critical system data can be stored on a second system manager, enabling 
quick and easy transition to IP video security equipment. 
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7. The IP video security system encoders, workstations, cameras, monitors, alarms, relays, 

etc., shall be configurable. 
 
8. The system manager shall provide for an unlimited number of system operators with 

personal identification numbers (PINs) that define priority levels, operator facilities, 
system roles, and camera and monitor groupings.  

 
9. The IP video security system shall have the capability of the following functionalities: 

a. The system shall be fully distributed in nature so that each system device can remain 
operational in a majority of modes without dependence on other devices. 

 b. Each individual entry in a sequence shall have the capacity to trigger PTZ camera 
presets, patterns or auxiliaries. 

 c. Multiple users shall be able to simultaneously view the same camera view or 
sequence. The system shall utilize multicast streaming video to allow multiple users 
to view the same video stream, though not necessarily synchronized with each other, 
without affecting the bandwidth of the network.  

 d. Video titling shall provide for a 100-character camera site description (on/off), display 
time/date (on/off), set the display color (black-white), display a site message (on/off), 
and define the screen block position for the title. 

 
10. The IP video security system shall be able to capability to create and execute a system 

script used to control any system function, and it may be combined into any order. The 
configuration of such scripts shall be easy to use and follow the rules of drag and drop 
configuration.  The IP video security system shall be capable of the following actions 
(minimal requirements): 

 
a. Display video from any camera to a specific monitor or screen division, including 

changing screen division views 
b. Reset any monitor to its original screen division and image 
c. Move system PTZ cameras to a specified preset location 
d. Activate predefined patterns on system PTZ cameras 
e. Start/stop recording an event from any indicated video source 
f. Utilize script nesting, a means of running another script within any given script 
g. Activate system relays and send e-mail notification to any recipient through pop3 
h. Add wait times to any script command 
 

11. The scripting language shall utilize a system function upload and will modify or send out a 
global command to all components in the system. 

 
12. Operator control of a camera or selection of monitors shall override the      sequence 

control of camera or monitor; sequence control of cameras or selection of monitors shall 
not override operator control of camera of selection of monitors. 

 
13. The IP video security system shall allow for programming of alarms and associated 

incoming alarms with related parts of the system. 
 
14. Individual, group, or all alarms shall be disabled by special sequences, which can be 

initiated by the operator or automatically by time/day/date. 
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15. The IP video security system shall log all alarms and events in the system manager 

database. 
 
16. The IP video security system shall provide real time system status on the operator 

graphical user interface (GUI).  All alarms, current monitor activity, and selected PTZ 
camera ID can be displayed in user-defined descriptive text. 

 
17.  The IP video security system shall be capable of the following languages: English, 

French, Spanish, German, Portuguese, Italian, Russian, and Chinese (simple).  The 
system also shall be capable of accepting new language packages from one central point. 
The system shall allow for user profiles, by language, to be loaded into any operational 
location including workstations and virtual matrix controllers. 

 
PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
 
2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 
A. All encoders shall accommodate mounting into a standard EIA 19-inch rack or separately into 

a wall mount bracket.  The rack unit shall provide a dual power supply or utilize a separate 
rack mountable power supply unit for powering multiple rack units. 

 
B. The dual-stream video encoder shall be a high performance, single-input video encoding unit, 

and shall be able to convert live analog video signals into dual  
 MPEG-4 streams.  The dual stream video encoder shall process up to 30 high quality images 

per second (ips) per stream, and it shall use motion adaptive de-interlacing technology to 
reduce jitter in 4CIF images. 

 
C. The dual-stream video encoder shall incorporate video optimization to select the best image 

quality and frame rate for the target component (decoder, workstation, or console) without 
affecting the recording rate.  Video optimization shall also allow the unit to select a high rate 
and low quality setting for recording and alarm conditions, with three programmable alarm 
inputs (supervised or unsupervised) and one relay output.  The dual-stream video encoder 
shall transmit video, audio and data over the IP network. 

 
D. The dual-stream video encoder shall offer two security modes, video loss indicator, 

bidirectional audio support, and PTZ support through Pelco D (RS-422) and Coaxitron (up 
the coax) protocols. 

 
E. The video encoders shall accept NTSC or PAL video signals from fixed color/black-white 

cameras, PTZ cameras, low light cameras, or any other camera that provides a composite 
NTSC/PAL 1 Vp-p video signal. 

 
F. The video encoder shall support dual encoded stream capability from a single video source to 

allow simultaneous and independent viewing, recording, and/or quality.  
 
G. The video decoder shall support any digital video stream on the network and allow for the 

decoding of up to four simultaneous streams from any video encoder.  It shall also allow for 
simultaneous and independent viewing at the recording frame and quality rate. 
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H. The IP video security system shall support matrix digital decoders that allow an interface of 

video and data to analog matrix systems. The matrix digital decoder shall convert digital 
video streams into analog video, outputting the video to the matrix switcher. 

 
I. The matrix digital decoder shall transmit video from the IP video security system and allow an 

operator to use the same analog keyboard functions to view and control video on both 
systems. 

 
J. Each of the video encoders’ pan-tilt-zoom control latency shall not exceed 117 ms, excluding 

network transmission latency. 
 
K. Each of the video encoders shall support an asynchronous serial port that can be 

programmed for data rates up to 230 kbps and can be set to RS-422 or RS-485 signal levels. 
The RS-485 mode shall support two-wire and four-wire interfaces. 

 
L. Each of the video encoders shall support three NO/NC dry-contact inputs and one relay 

output.  The latching alarm shall continue to record until user acknowledgement can be 
programmed for a predetermined time-out. 

 
M. Each of the video encoders shall transmit all command and control messages using the 

TCP/IP protocol and use PKI RSA-128 bit encryption for secured communication.  
 
N. Each of the video encoders/decoders shall meet or exceed the following design and 

performance specifications: 
 

1. Video Resolution  
     NTSC  PAL 
  a. 4CIF  704 x 480 704 x 576 
  b. 2CIF  704 x 240 704 x 288 
  c. CIF   352 x 240 352 x 288 
  d. QCIF  176 x 120 176 x 144 

 
O. Each of the Video encoders shall have the capability to provide an advanced built-in video 

motion detection separate from the Digital IP based recording system to activate recording 
with a pre-alarm capability of up to 24 hours  

 
P. Environmental Specifications 

 
1. Operating Temperature   32° to 95° F (0° to 35°C) at unit air intake 
2. Operational Humidity    20% to 80%, noncondensing 
3. Storage Temperature    -49° to 149°F (-45° to 65°C) 
4. Maximum Humidity Gradient  10% per hour 
5. Operating Altitude   -50 ft to 10,000 ft (-16 m to 3,048 m) 

 
2.2        WORKSTATION 
 

A. The IP video security system shall have the capability to display video onto a standard analog 
monitor, a video wall, or any number of VGA monitors through a virtual matrix controller 
connected to a video console display device.  The video console device shall connect 
anywhere on the network and allow any of the system encoded devices to be decoded and 
displayed on a standard analog monitor or the PC workstation, as well as control and 
program PTZ cameras. 
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B. The PC workstation shall allow users with authority to configure devices, set up users, adjust 

network settings, and create recording schedules.  Permission to access these functions and 
all other system services can be configured to a fine level of detail.  The PC workstation shall 
have advanced search capabilities, event logging, and alarm interface displays. The PC 
workstation shall export video and still images in multiple formats, including Pelco Native, 
QuickTime MPEG-4, BMP, and JPG. A front panel USB port and DVD/CD-RW drive make it 
capable of exporting video clips and still images to external media. Authentication software 
shall be exported automatically for any Pelco Native exports.  

 
C. The system shall be capable of providing user-defined workspaces on any workstation, 

based on an individual user profile.  
   
D. The PC workstation application shall support the functionality to view procedures; these 

procedures shall be triggered to appear during a certain event, and they can be used to 
provide detailed written or verbal instructions to the operator as to the actions to be taken. 

 
E. The PC workstation application shall support digital zoom on any fixed camera’s video 

streams.  
 
F. The PC workstation application shall support digital zoom on a PTZ camera’s live video 

streams. 
 
G. The PC workstation application shall provide the ability to control and program any camera 

equipped with PTZ.  The PC workstation shall be capable of the following: 
 

1. Manually control the PTZ 
2. Set the pan/tilt home positions for manual or alarm activation 
3. Automatically control the cameras through an alarm trigger 
4. Ability to set multiple preset positions 
5. Ability to set multiple tours 
6. Remotely set and clear the movement limits of the pan/tilt mechanism from the control 

room, through a telemetry unit at an outdoor camera site 
7. Adjust the zoom lens 
8. The ability to control the camera menu and setup the camera through the 
 IP video security system 

 
H. The IP video security system video workstation shall provide up to six predefined and user-

programmable views with up to 16 different camera views. Additionally the system shall be 
capable of providing user-defined workspaces on any operational control point, based on an 
individual user profile. 

 
I. The system shall be capable of providing quad screen playback, with each quadrant playing 

video from different cameras and the same time/date stamp. 
 

2.3 NETWORK VIDEO RECORDER 
 

A. The network video recorder (NVR) shall support up to 48 cameras at 30 frames per second, 
4CIF resolution, 32 simultaneous playback streams, and up to 10 simultaneous queries. The 
NVR shall be capable of continuous, scheduled, alarm/event, and motion recording, and shall 
have pre- and post-alarm recording available.  The NVR shall be fully programmable on a 
per-channel basis.  
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B. The NVR shall have expandable storage capacity using storage expansion boxes, and it shall 

maximize storage efficiency and offer a time- and priority-based system that identifies data to 
be removed when storage time expires. The NVR shall offer both unsecured and secured 
modes, using a proprietary key system in the secured mode to prevent unauthorized devices 
from communicating with any IP video security system device.   

 
C. The NVR shall be capable of decimating recorded images by time, without loosing all video 

past the decimated time point.  The decimated rate shall be no less than  
 2 ips, regardless of the original record rate. 
 
D. The NVR shall offer plug-and-play configuration and data authentication facilities. The NVR 

shall have outputs viewable for up to 32 individual workstations; record video, audio, and data 
streams for every channel; and have storage locking. The NVR shall be fully compatible with 
integrated system architecture, have full over-the-network remote control and administration, 
and system diagnostics and error logging. 

 
E. The NVR shall provide performance enhancement and fault tolerance by employing dual 

RAID 5 arrays across up to 12 hard disk drives, and it shall feature a hot-swappable drive 
that automatically configures the drives when installed. 

 
F. The NVR shall experience no degradation in recording ips or resolution during a drive rebuild. 
 
G. NVR diagnostics shall be systemized with other IP video security system products so that 

problems are reported to the system manager 
 

2.4 VIRTUAL MATRIX CONTROLLERS 
 

A.  The system shall be capable of providing a virtual matrix keyboard that provides rotation of 
modules for easy single- or dual-handed operation. 

 
B. The system shall be capable of providing a virtual matrix keyboard that provides control 

module interchangeability for both right- and left-handed operation of any module 
 
C. The video console display shall be a high performance, multiple stream decoding unit.  The 

video console display shall convert multiple MPEG-4 streams into video signal to be viewed 
on VGA or analog monitors, and it shall provide a user interface to the distributed network 
video surveillance system.  The video console display shall allow up to 16, 32, 48 or 64 
streams to be decoded and displayed simultaneously, and it shall allow video to be displayed 
on NTSC/PAL composite, NTSC/PAL S-video, or VGA monitors (maximum VGA resolution 
1024 x 768).  Every output option shall display a single image, four images (2x2), nine 
images (3x3), or sixteen images (4x4).  When multiple images are displayed, the IP Video 
Security System shall automatically provide the best video display frame rate for the selected 
cameras and optimize video display. 
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D. The video console display provides a user interface to the IP video security system. When 

used with the keyboard controller, the video console display shall allow a user to operate the 
system like a traditional matrix using the joystick, jog shuttle, and keypad to control the video 
display.  The video console display shall also provide NVR-like functionality allowing users to 
record, play back, and export video. 

 
E. The video console display shall provide full access to operations, through user-friendly, highly 

intuitive, and semi-transparent on-screen menus.  An on-screen graphical overlay shall allow 
users to turn on and off the overlay with a single button push of the keyboard controller. The 
video console display shall have on-screen PTZ, device playback, property controls, and 
alarm interface display. 

 
F. The video console display system shall accommodate growth by adding additional video 

console displays, keyboards, and monitors to decode additional video inputs without adding 
additional user workstations.  The video console display shall allow for the installation of 
compatible four-channel decoders to create a completely scalable virtual matrix, and it shall 
allow for multiple display views for live or playback cameras or devices.  

 
2.5 INDOOR/OUTDOOR DOME CAMERAS 
 

A. The indoor/outdoor CCTV camera dome system shall be a discreet miniature camera dome 
system.  The system shall include a dome drive with a variable speed/high speed pan/tilt 
drive unit; continuous 360 degrees rotation; 1/4-inch high resolution color or color/black-white 
CCD camera; motorized zoom lens with optical and digital zoom; auto focus; and an 
enclosure consisting of a back box, lower dome, and a quick-install mounting. 

 
B. The indoor/outdoor CCTV camera dome system shall meet or exceed the following design 

and performance specifications: 
 

1. Dome Drive Specifications 
 The variable speed/high speed pan/tilt dome drive unit shall meet or exceed 
 the following design and performance specifications. 

 
a. Pan Speed Variable between 400 per second continuous pan to 

0.1° per second 
b. Vertical Tilt Unobstructed tilt of +2 to -92 
c. Manual Control Speed Pan speed of 0.1 to 80 per second, 150 per second in 

turbo mode; tilt operation shall range from 0.1 to 40 
per second 

d. Automatic Preset Speed Pan speed of 400 and a tilt speed of 200 per second  
e. Presets 128 positions with a 20-character label available for each 

position; programmable camera settings, including 
selectable auto focus modes, iris level, LowLight limit, 
and backlight compensation for each preset; command 
to copy camera settings from one preset to another; and 
preset programming through control keyboard or through 
dome system on-screen menu 
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f. Preset Accuracy ± 0.1 
g. Proportional Pan/Tilt  
 Speed   Speed decreases in proportion to the increasing 
     depth of zoom 
h. Automatic Power-Up User-selectable to the mode of operation. The dome will 

assume when power is cycled, including an automatic 
return to position or function before power outage 

i. Zones 8 zones with up to 20-character labeling for each and the 
ability to blank the video in the zone 

j. Motor Drive Cogged belt with 0.9° stepper motor 
k. Motor Operating Mode Microstep to 0.015° steps 
l. Motor Continuous duty and variable speed, operating at 18 to 

32 VAC, 24 VAC nominal 
m. Limit Stops Programmable for manual panning, auto/random 

scanning, and frame scanning 
n. Inner Liner Rotating black ABS liner inside a sealed lower dome 
o. Window Blanking 1, 4-sided user-defined shape, each side with different 

lengths; window blanking setting to turn off at user-
defined zoom ratio; window blanking set to opaque gray 
or translucent smear; blank all video above user-defined 
tilt angle; blank all video below user-defined tilt angle 

p. Patterns 1 user-defined programmable pattern including PTZ and 
preset functions; pattern programming through control 
keyboard or through dome system on-screen menu 

q. Pattern Length 1 pattern of user-defined length based on dome memory 
r.   Internal Clock Internal system clock, user programmable for 12- or 24-

hour day format and mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy calendar 
format 

s. Scheduler Internal scheduling system for programming presets, 
patterns, window blanks, alarms, and auxiliary functions 
based on internal clock settings 

t. Autosensing Automatically sense and respond to protocol utilized for 
controlling the unit whether Coaxitron or RS-422 P or D 
protocols, and accept competitors’ control protocols with 
the use of optional translator card 

u. Menu System Built-in setup of programmable functions and  
  multiple languages including English, French, Italian, 

Spanish, Portuguese, German, Russian, Turkish, Polish, 
and Czech 

v. Auto Flip Rotates dome 180° at bottom of tilt travel 
w. Password Protection Programmable settings with optional password 

protection 
x. Clear Clear individual, grouped, or all programmed settings 
y. Freeze Frame Freeze current scene of video during preset movement 
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z. Display Setup User-definable locations of all labels and displays and 

user-selectable time duration of each display 
aa. Azimuth/Elevation/Zoom On-screen display of pan/tilt locations and zoom ratio 
ab.  Compass Display On-screen display of compass heading and user-

definable compass setup 
ac.  Camera Title Overlay 20 user-definable characters on the screen camera title 

display 
ad.  Video Output Level User-selectable for normal or high output levels to 

compensate for long video wire runs 
ae.  Dome Drive Compatibility All dome drives are compatible with all back box 

configurations 
af.   RJ-45 Jack Contains a plug-in jack on the dome drive for control and 

setup of the unit, the uploading of new operating code 
and language file updates, and is compatible with 
personal computers and PDAs such as Palm™ and 
iPAQ™ 

ag.  Remote Data Port  
 Compatibility Ability to set up and control unit, and upload new 

operating code and language file updates through the 
easily accessible optional remote data port; remote data 
port is also compatible with personal computers and 
PDAs such as Palm and iPAQ 

ah. Power Consumption Maximum 70 VA 
 
2. High Resolution CCD Camera Specifications 
 The high resolution CCD camera shall meet or exceed the following design and 
 performance specifications. 

 
 Color Optic System (16X) 

a. Image Sensor  1/4-inch interline transfer CCD 
b. Scanning System  2:1 interlaced output 

 c. Effective Pixels  
 (1) NTSC   768 x 494 
 (2) PAL  752 x 582     

 d. Horizontal Resolution  
(1) NTSC >470 TVL 
(2) PAL >460 TVL 

e. Lens  F1.4 (f=4 - 64 mm optical, 16X optical zoom,  
   8X digital zoom) 
f. Programmable Zoom  

Speeds   1.9, 3.6, or 6.0 seconds 
g. Horizontal Angle  

of View 43° at 4 mm wide zoom, 3° at 64 mm telephoto zoom 
h. Focus  Automatic with manual override 
i. Sensitivity at 35 IRE  

 (1) NTSC/EIA 0.05 lux at 1/2 sec shutter speed (color) 
 (2) PAL/CCIR  0.05 lux at 1/1.5 sec shutter speed (color) 

 j. Synchronization System AC line lock phase adjustable through remote control, V-
sync 
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k. White Balance Automatic with manual override 
l. Shutter Speed  
 (1) NTSC   1/2-1/30,000 

 (2) PAL  1/1.5-1/30,000 
m. Iris Control  Automatic with manual override 
n. Gain Control  Automatic with manual override 
o. Video Output  1 Vp-p, 75 ohms 
p. Video Signal-to-Noise >50 dB 

 
  Color/Black-White Optic System (18X) 

a. Image Sensor  1/4-inch CCD 
b. Scanning System  2:1 interlaced output 
c. Effective Pixels  

 (1) NTSC   724 x 494 
 (2) PAL  724 x 582     

d. Horizontal Resolution  
(1) NTSC   >470 TVL 
(2) PAL  >470 TVL 

e. Lens F1.6 (f=3.8 – 68.4 mm optical, 18X optical zoom, 12X 
digital zoom) 

f. Programmable Zoom  
 Speeds   2.9, 4.2, or 5.8 seconds 
g. Horizontal Angle of View 51° at 3.8 mm wide zoom, 3° at 68.4 mm telephoto 

zoom 
h. Focus Automatic with manual override 
i. Sensitivity at 35 IRE  

(1) NTSC/EIA  0.08 lux at 1/2 sec shutter speed (color) 
    0.3 lux at 1/60 sec shutter speed (B-W)  
    0.013 lux at 1/2 sec shutter speed (B-W) 

(2) PAL/CCIR  0.08 lux at 1/1.5 sec shutter speed (color)  
    0.3 lux at 1/50 sec shutter speed (B-W)           
    0.013 lux at 1/1.5 sec shutter speed (B-W) 

j. Synchronization System Internal/AC line lock phase adjustable   through 
remote control, V-sync 

k. White Balance  Automatic with manual override 
l. Shutter Speed  

(1) NTSC   1/2-1/30,000 
(2) PAL  1/1.5-1/30,000 

m. Iris Control  Automatic with manual override 
n. Gain Control  Automatic/off 
o. Video Output  1 Vp-p, 75 ohms 
p. Video Signal-to-Noise >50 dB 
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 3. Back Box and Lower Dome  
The back box and lower dome shall meet or exceed the following design and 
performance specifications: 

 
  Pendant, Environmental 

 a. Connection to Dome  
  Drive  Quick, positive mechanical and electrical

 disconnect without the use of any tools 
b. Trap Door Easy access trap door that allows complete access to 

the installation wiring, and provides compete separation 
of the wiring from the dome drive mechanics when 
closed 

c. Terminal Strips Removable terminal strips with screw-type terminals for 
use with a wide range of wire gauge sizes 

d. Integrated UTP Circuit   Integrated circuit that converts video output to passive 
UTP transmission 

e. Fiber Optic Compatibility Ability to plug into back box an optional Pelco fiber optic 
module, or a third-party board that converts video output 
and control input for fiber optic transmission 

f. Third-Party Control  
 Systems Ability to plug in an optional TXB board that converts 

control signals from selected third-party controllers 
g. Installation Quick-mount wall, corner, pole, parapet, or ceiling 

adapter 
h. Cable Entry Through a 1.5-inch NPT fitting 
i. Environmental Features Factory-installed heaters, blowers, and sun shroud 
j. Operating Temperatures Maximum temperature range of -60 to 140F  
  (-51.1° to 60°C) for two hours, and a continuous 

operating range of -50° to 122F (-51.1° to 50°C)  
k. Color Gray, baked-on enamel powder coat 
l. Construction Aluminum 
m. Lower Dome Material Acrylic, optically clear, with no distortion in any portion of 

the dome up to +2 above the horizontal 
o. Dome Color Clear and smoked versions 
p. Trim Ring Connection 2 captivated screws 

 
  In-Ceiling, Environmental 

a. Connection to  
 Dome Drive Quick, positive mechanical and electrical disconnect 

without the use of any tools 
b. Trap Door Easy access trap door that allows complete access to 

the installation wiring, and provides compete separation 
of the wiring from the dome drive mechanics when 
closed 

c. Terminal Strips Removable terminal strips with screw-type terminals for 
use with a wide range of wire gauge sizes  
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d. Integrated UTP Circuit  Integrated circuit board that converts video output to 

passive UTP transmission 
e. Fiber Optic Compatibility Ability to plug into back box an optional Pelco fiber optic 

module, or a third-party board that converts video output 
and control input for fiber optic transmission 

f. Third-Party Control  
 Systems Ability to plug in an optional TXB board that converts 

control signals from selected third-party controllers 
g. Installation Quick-mount spring clips 
h. Cable Entry Through a 0.75-inch conduit hole 
i. Environmental Features Factory-installed heaters and blowers 
j. Operating Temperatures Maximum temperature range of  -60 to 140F   (-51.1° 

to 60°C) for two hours, and a continuous operating range 
of  -50° to 122F (-51.1° to 50°C)  

k. Color Black, baked-on enamel powder coat  
l. Construction Aluminum 
m. Lower Dome Material Acrylic, optically clear, with no distortion in any portion of 

the dome up to +2 above the horizontal 
n. Dome Color Clear and smoked versions 
o. Trim Ring Connection 2 captivated screws 
 

  In-Ceiling, Interior 
a. Connection to  
 Dome Drive Quick, positive mechanical and electrical disconnect 

without the use of any tools 
b. Trap Door Easy access trap door that allows complete access to 

the installation wiring, and provides compete separation 
of the wiring from the dome drive mechanics when 
closed 

c. Terminal Strips Removable terminal strips with screw-type terminals for 
use with a wide range of wire gauge sizes  

d. Integrated UTP Circuit:  Integrated circuit board that converts video output to 
passive UTP transmission 

e. Fiber Optic Compatibility Ability to plug into back box an optional Pelco fiber optic 
module, or a third-party board that converts video output 
and control input for fiber optic transmission 

f. Third-Party Control  
 Systems Ability to plug in optional TXB board that converts control 

signals from selected third-party controllers 
g. Installation Quick-mount spring clips 
h. Cable Entry Through a 0.75-inch conduit hole 
i. Operating Temperatures: Maximum temperature range of 32 to 122F  (0° to 

50°C) 
j. Color Black back box with baked-on enamel powder coat; 

white trim ring 
k. Construction Aluminum 
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l. Lower Dome Material Acrylic, optically clear with no distortion in any portion of 

the dome up to +2 above the horizontal 
m. Dome Color Clear, smoked, chrome, and gold versions 
n. Trim Ring Connection Snaps in place       
o. Safety Cable Plastic tether  

 
  Pendant, Standard 

a. Connection to  
 Dome Drive Quick, positive mechanical and electrical disconnect 

without the use of any tools 
b. Trap Door Easy access trap door that allows complete access to 

the installation wiring, and provides compete separation 
of the wiring from the dome drive mechanics when 
closed 

c. Terminal Strips Removable terminal strips with screw-type terminals for 
use with a wide range of wire gauge sizes  

d. Integrated UTP Circuit   Integrated circuit board that converts video output to 
passive UTP transmission 

e. Fiber Optic Compatibility Ability to plug into back box an optional Pelco fiber optic 
module, or a third-party board that converts video output 
and control input for fiber optic transmission 

f. Third-Party  
 Control Systems Ability to plug in an optional TXB board that converts 

control signals from selected third-party controllers 
g. Installation Quick-mount wall, corner, pole, parapet, or ceiling 

adapter 
h. Cable Entry Through a 1.5-inch NPT fitting 
i. Operating Temperatures Maximum temperature range of 25 to 113F           (-4° 

to 45°C) for two hours, and a continuous operating range 
of 25° to 95F (-4° to 35°C)  

j. Colors Gray or black, baked-on enamel powder coat 
k. Construction Aluminum 
l. Lower Dome Material Acrylic, optically clear with no distortion in any portion of 

the dome up to +2 above the horizontal 
m. Dome Color Clear, smoked, chrome, and gold versions 
n. Trim Ring Connection 2 captivated screws 
 

  Surface Mount, Interior 
a. Connection to  
 Dome Drive Quick, positive mechanical and electrical disconnect 

without the use of any tools 
b. Trap Door Easy access trap door that allows complete access to 

the installation wiring, and provides compete separation 
of the wiring from the dome drive mechanics when 
closed 

c. Terminal Strips Removable terminal strips with screw-type terminals for 
use with a wide range of wire gauge sizes  
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d. Integrated UTP Circuit  Integrated circuit board that converts video output to 

passive, UTP transmission 
e. Fiber Optic Compatibility Ability to plug into back box an optional Pelco fiber optic 

module, or a third-party board that converts video output 
and control input for fiber optic transmission 

f. Third-Party  
 Control Systems Ability to plug in an optional TXB board that converts 

control signals from selected third-party controllers 
g. Installation Surface mount 
h. Cable Entry Through a 0.75-inch conduit hole 
i. Operating Temperatures Maximum temperature range of 32 to 122F  (0° to 

50°C) 
j. Colors Black or white finish 
k. Construction Plastic 
l. Lower Dome Material Acrylic, optically clear with no distortion in any portion of 

the dome up to +2 above the horizontal 
m. Dome Color Clear, smoked, chrome, and gold versions 
n. Trim Ring Connection Snaps in place       
o. Safety Cable Plastic tether 

 
  Dome System Dimensions  

a. Diameter of Bubble, 
 All Models Maximum of 5.9 inches 
b. Pendant, Environmental 10.6-inch (26.9 cm) overall length (including dome) by 

8.6-inch (21.8 cm) diameter 
c. In-Ceiling, Environmental 4.4 inches (11.0 cm) above ceiling, lower dome 4.3 

inches (10.9 cm) below ceiling, 8.9-inch (22.6 cm) 
diameter;  

d. In-Ceiling, Interior 5.2 inches (13.2 cm) above ceiling, 3.5 inches (8.8 cm) 
below ceiling, 8.2-inch (20.8 cm) diameter  
  

e. Pendant, Standard 10.6-inch (26.9 cm) overall length (including dome) by 
8.6-inch (21.8 cm) diameter 

f. Surface Mount, Interior: 8.7 inches (22.0 cm) by 7.6-inch (19.3 cm) 
     diameter 

 
  Dome System Weights 

a. Pendant, Environmental 7.4 lb (3.34 kg) 
b. In-Ceiling, Environmental 6.0 lb (2.7 kg) 
c. In-Ceiling, Interior 5.0 lb (2.3 kg) 
d. Pendant, Standard 6.3 lb (2.86 kg) 
e. Surface Mount, Interior 4.4 lb (2.0 kg) 
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  Manufacturers Warranty 

 
a. Repair or replacement of defective parts for a period of three years from the date of 

shipment, including continuous motion modes. 
 
  Certifications and Ratings 
 

a. CE, Class B All models 
b. UL Listed All models 
c. UL Listed to Canadian  
 Safety Standards All models 
d. FCC, Class B All models 
e. Meets NEMA Type 4X,  
 IP66 standards Pendant, Environmental  
  In-Ceiling, Environmental  
  Pendant, Standard 

 3. MODELS 
  The discreet CCTV camera dome system shall be the Pelco Spectra IV Series. 
 

Color Dome System (16X) 
 

  Type  Back Box Model Dome 
 a. Surface Mount   White  SD4TC-SMW-0  Smoked  

   SD4TC-SMW-1  Clear  
    SD4TC-SMW-2  Chrome  
   SD4TC-SMW-3  Gold   
 b. Surface Mount Black  SD4TC-SMB-0  Smoked  
     SD4TC-SMB-1  Clear   
      SD4TC-SMB-2  Chrome  
     SD4TC-SMB-3  Gold  

b. In-Ceiling, 
 Indoor Black SD4TC-F0  Smoked   

      SD4TC-F1 Clear  
     SD4TC-F2 Chrome 
     SD4TC-F3 Gold  
 d. In-Ceiling, 
  Environmental Black SD4TC-F-E0 Smoked 
     SD4TC-F-E1 Clear 

e. Pendant,  
 Standard Black SD4TC-PB-0 Smoked 

     SD4TC-PB-1 Clear 
     SD4TC-PB-2 Chrome 
     SD4TC-PB-3 Gold 

f. Pendant,  
 Standard Lt. Gray SD4TC-PG-0 Smoked 

     SD4TC-PG-1 Clear 
     SD4TC-PG-2 Chrome 
     SD4TC-PG-3 Gold  
 g. Pendant,  
  Environmental Lt. Gray SD4TC-PG-E0 Smoked 
     SD4TC-PG-E1 Clear  
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Color/Black-White Dome System (18X) 
 

 Type  Back Box Model Dome 
 a. Surface Mount White  SD418-SMW-0  Smoked  
     SD418-SMW-1  Clear  
      SD418-SMW-2  Chrome  
     SD418-SMW-3  Gold  
 b. Surface Mount  Black  SD418-SMB-0  Smoked  
     SD418-SMB-1  Clear   
      SD418-SMB-2  Chrome  
      SD418-SMB-3  Gold  

c. In-Ceiling,  
 Indoor  Black SD418-F0  Smoked   

      SD418-F1 Clear  
     SD418-F2 Chrome 
     SD418-F3 Gold  
 d. In-Ceiling, 
 e. Environmental  Black SD418-F-E0 Smoked 
     SD418-F-E1 Clear 

g. Pendant,  
 Standard  Black SD418-PB-0 Smoked 

     SD418-PB-1 Clear 
     SD418-PB-2 Chrome 
     SD418-PB-3 Gold 

h. Pendant,  
 Standard  Lt. Gray SD418-PG-0 Smoked 

     SD418-PG-1 Clear 
     SD418-PG-2 Chrome 
     SD418-PG-3 Gold  
 h. Pendant,  
  Environmental Lt. Gray SD418-PG-E0 Smoked 
     SD418-PG-E1 Clear 

 
2.6 SINGLE–CHANNEL FIBER TRANSMITTER OR RECEIVER 

A. The digital fiber transmitter or receiver shall provide the ability to transmit one composite 
video channel and one bidirectional data channel over a single-mode or multimode fiber optic 
cable utilizing 8-bit digital encryption. The fiber transmitter or receiver shall have LED 
indicators for monitoring of signal status and operating power and shall operate on 12 VDC or 
24 VAC.  A 12 VDC universal input switching power supply shall be furnished with the 
transmitter or receiver. 

 
B. The digital fiber transmitter or receiver shall meet or exceed the following design and 

performance specifications: 
 

1. Video Specifications 
a. Number of Channels 1 
b. Modulation Type  Pulse code modulation, 8-bit resolution 
c. Video Input   1.0 Vp-p NTSC, PAL, and SECAM 
d. Bandwidth   6.5 MHz 
e. Gain   Unity 
f. Crosstalk   -50 dB typical at 3.58 MHz 
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g. Differential Gain  <2% 
h. Differential Phase  <1° 
i. Tilt <1% 
j. Signal-to-Noise Ratio >60 dB (CCIR weighted) 
 

2. Data Specifications 
a. Number of Channels 1 
b. Data Communications RS-232, RS-422, RS-485 (2-wire/4-wire), Manchester, 

Bi-Phase, Coaxitron 
c. Maximum Baud Rate 500 kbps 

 
 3. General Specifications 

a. Operating Temperature -40º to 167ºF (-40º to 75ºC) 
b. Dimensions   8.75” D x 1.08” W x 4.81” H 
     (22.23 x 2.74 x 12.22 cm) 
c. Unit Weight   1.48 lb (1.67 kg) 

 
4. Certifications and Ratings  
 a. ISO 9001 certification 
 b. CE, Class B 
 c. UL Listed 
 d. UL Listed to Canadian safety standards 
 e. FCC, Class B 

  f. Complies with FDA requirements for Class 1 laser products 
 
5. Electrical Specifications 

a. Input Power  
 Requirements  12 VDC or 24 VAC, 200 mA maximum 
b. LED Indicators Power, Video Present, Data TX, Data RX   

6. Mechanical Specifications 
a. Connectors 

 (1) Video   BNC 
 (2) Rack Power/Alarm 4-position connector 
 (3) Standalone Power 2-pin screw terminal 
 (4) Data   9-pin screw terminal 
 (5) Fiber-Optic  ST for multimode fiber 
     ST or FC for single-mode fiber 

 
7. Optical Power Budget and Transmission Distance 

   Optical Fiber Max. Wavelength Power  Budget Transmission Distance 
 a. Multimode 850/1310 nm  20 dB 6 km (3.7 mi) 

b. Single-mode 1310/1550 nm 20 dB 30 km (18.6 mi) 
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8. Models 

The digital fiber transmitter shall be the following Pelco models or  
approved equal: 
a. Single-Mode  
 with ST Connector  FT85011SSTR 
b. Single-Mode  
 with FC Connector  FT85011SFCR 
c. Multimode  

   with ST Connector  FT85011MSTR 
 

  The digital fiber receiver shall be the following Pelco models or  
  approved equal: 

a. Single-Mode  
 with ST Connector  FR85011SSTR 
b. Single-Mode  
 with FC Connector  FR85011SFCR 
c. Multimode  
 with ST Connector  FR85011MSTR 

 
9. Optional Acessories 
 a. WM5001-3U  Wall mount base kit for single-width module 
 b. WM5001-3UEXP Wall mount expansion kit for single-width module 
 c. RK5000-3U 19-inch rack mounts chassis for 14 slots,  
   no power 
 d. RK5000PS-3U 19-rack mounts chassis for 12 slots with power 
 e. EPS5000-120 External power supply, 1 RU, 120 W 
 f. RK5001B-3U Blank filler panel, single width 
 g. RK5002B-3U Blank filler panel, double width 

 
2.7 FLAT PANEL, TFT LCD MONITOR 

A. The flat panel, TFT LCD monitor shall provide high resolution and high contrast for the 
sharpest video display. It shall have a quick response time to minimize ghosting and 
streaking in fast-moving scenes.   

 
B. The flat panel, TFT LCD monitor can be mounted on a desktop, wall, pole, or rack.  The front 

panel controls shall allow for easy adjustment of image quality, brightness, size, position, and 
geometry for optimal viewing. It shall also have an autoranging power supply and low power 
consumption.  
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C.   The flat panel, TFT LCD monitor shall meet or exceed the following design and          

performance specifications: 
 

  1. Electrical Specifications  
a. Input Voltage 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, internal power supply or 12 

VDC, external power supply (not included) 
b. Power Consumption <50 W (on), <5 W (standby) 
c. Input Interfaces  

(1) VGA  1,15-pin D-sub 
(2) Audio  1, RCA, looping, 0.7 Vp-p 

d. Horizontal Frequency 30 kHz to 80 kHz 
e. Vertical Frequency  56 Hz to 80 kHz 

 
  

 2. Environmental Specifications 
 

a. Operating Temperature 32° to 104°F (0° to 40°C) 
b. Storage Temperature -4° to 140°F (-20° to 60°C) 
c. Operating Humidity  5% to 90%, noncondensing 

 
 3. Physical Specifications 

a. Dimensions 
(1) PMCL217  3.05” D x 15.02” W x 13.24” H  
   (7.75 cm x 38.15 x 33.63) 
(2) PMCL219  3.17” D x 16.55” W x 14.52” H 
   (8.05 cm x 42.04 x 36.88) 
 

 4. General Specifications 
a. Panel Resolution 1280 x 1024 (maximum), 75 Hz 
b. Panel Aspect Ratio 5:4 VGA 
c. Viewing Area 

(1) PMCL217  338 x 270 mm  
(2) PMCL219  376 x 304 mm 

d. Pixel Pitch 
(1) PMCL217 0.264 x 0.264 mm 
(2) PMCL219 0.294 x 0.294 mm 

e. Brightness 
(1) PMCL217 300 cd/m² 
(2) PMCL219 250 cd/m² 

f. Contrast Ratio 500:1 
g. Backlight Type 4 CCFL 
h. Panel Lamp Life 40,000 hours 
i. Tilt 10° to 45° 
j. Viewing Angle (H/V) 

(1) PMCL217 140°/130° 
(2) PMCL219 150°/130° 

a. Display Colors 
(1) PMCL217 16.2 million 
(2) PMCL219 16.7 million 

k. Response Time 8 ms 
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l. Speakers 2, integrated, 1 W each 
m. Front Panel Controls Menu (up, down, left, right), power, front panel lockout 
n. Indicators LED (power on, standby, sleep),  
  on-screen (“no signal”) 
o. Tilt Angle/Swivel 0° to 20° 

 
 5. Warranty 

a. 1 year, parts and labor 
 

 6. Model Numbers  
a. PMCL217 17-inch (423 mm) active TFT LCD monitor, SXGA input 
b. PMCL219 19-inch (483 mm) active TFT LCD monitor, SXGA input 
 

PART 3 – EXECUTION 
 
3.1 APPROVED MANUFACTURERS 

A. Pelco 
 
3.2 NETWORK DISTRIBUTION 

A. Encoder cable runs and any IP transmission shall be of CAT 6 with matching RJ-45 crimp 
type connectors, and shall be installed with a control crimp tool as specified by the 
connectors’ manufacturer.  

 
B. All video signals from cameras in the system shall be home run to the closest respective IP 

security video system encoder.  They shall also be secured in an electrical room or in a 
separate secured rack and connected to the IP Network and recorded on the network video 
recorder.  

 
3.3 POWER 

A. Power supplies shall be provided as required at each camera location as designated on the 
power riser drawing.  For the purposes of video synchronization, the emergency power 
provided at each camera shall be on the same phase.  For outdoor cameras, power junction 
boxes shall be provided with fuses inside for maintenance purposes.  

 
3.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. The contractor or designated subcontractor shall submit a factory certification of successful 
completion and provide evidence that at least five projects of similar design have been 
completed.  The contractor/subcontractor must also verify that he/she is currently engaged in 
the installation and maintenance of systems herein described. 

 
3.5 WARRANTY 

A. 18 months, parts and labor 
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3.6 SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data Include detailed manufacturer’s product specifications 
for each component specified. Include data sheets 
reflecting the model numbers, features, ratings, 
performance, power requirements, and dimensions. 

 
B. Shop Drawings IP video security system equipment shall include plans, 

elevations, sections, details, and attachments to other 
work.  The system shall also include dimensioned plans 
and elevation views of components and enclosures; 
show access and workspace requirements; and shop 
drawings shall include mounting details for all racked 
equipment.  Such details shall include all mounting 
brackets, hardware, and connections to the building. 

 
C. Wiring Diagrams Shall include power, signal, and control wiring point-to-

point diagrams. They shall differentiate between 
manufacturer-installed and field-installed wiring.  It is the 
Contractor’s responsibility to submit for approval the 
complete designed system configuration and layout 
showing all devices, wiring, conduit, and locations, along 
with other required information as specified herein for 
the complete integrated system proposed for installation. 

 
D. Coordination Drawings:  Shall include plans drawn to scale and coordinating 

locations of IP video security system equipment. They 
also shall show the location of items requiring installation 
coordination including lighting fixtures, diffusers, grilles, 
speakers, sprinklers, access panels, and other 
architectural features. 

E. Samples  Shall provide full size samples of each camera type; 
finish plate for colors and textures is required. 

 
F. Product Certificates Shall be signed by Pelco as certified for installation of 

equipment and components verifying that products 
furnished to the contractor comply with requirements. 

 
G. Installer Certificates  Shall be signed by Pelco certifying that installers comply 

with manufacturer’s requirements for Installation. 
 
H. Field Test Reports Shall indicate and interpret test results for compliance 

with performance requirements of installed systems. 
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I. Maintenance Data  Maintenance Data for Distributed Network Video 

Surveillance System equipment and components shall 
be a part of the maintenance manuals specified in 
Division 1.  In addition to requirements specified in 
Division 1 Section “Contract Closeout,” include the 
following: detailed operating instructions covering 
operation under both normal and abnormal conditions; 
routine maintenance requirements for system 
components; and lists of spare parts and replacement 
components recommended are to be stored at the site 
for ready access. 

 
P. Warranties Special warranties specified in this section. 
 
Q. Calculations and Parameters The contractor shall submit to the owner for approval the 

following: calculations, plans, and diagrams for the field 
of view calculations; and bandwidth calculations for the 
IP video security system. At a minimum, submission for 
approval  shall include and address low level lighting, 
backlight compensation, and lens conformance as 
specified herein. 

 
 


